Clark Track’s Terra Plate is the most unique track on the market today. The Terra Series TL-85 delivers superior traction and flotation by utilizing a specially designed double grouzer plate that exceeds expectations in all working conditions. The Terra Series is the best choice for Harvester and Forwarders. These tracks can handle most payloads and continue to prove to be the right choice for operators all across the world. You demand more from your machine, now give it the traction and flotation that it requires!
Clark Track’s Terra Plate is the ultimate multi-terrain track. The Terra Series FX-95 is used on the largest forestry equipment with the most aggressive payloads. Now you can take more wood, go farther and spend less. The Terra Series FX-95 track was designed specifically with the largest forwarders and 6 or 8 wheeled skidders in mind. Boasting a thicker plate, large rocky dual pattern spikes, a bigger link diameter, and wider wear surfaces on the connecting links; the FX-95 is the track that others envy. Maximizing your load with each run, the FX-95 also provides the smoothest possible ride for the operator, resulting in less fatigue and higher production. Now you can really, go anywhere!

**Fitting Kit:**
The purchase of each pair of Clark Bogie Tracks includes:
- 16 Joining Links - 8 long and 8 short
- 1 Track Tensioner
- 2 Fitting Staples
SuperGrip Wheel Track
Designed to improve productivity in demanding sites.

SuperGrip Single Wheel Tracks are an alternative to traditional tire chains for harvesters, forwarders and skidders. Wheel Tracks provide numerous benefits including:

- Less Maintenance
- Superior Traction
- Tire Protection
- Reduced Ground Disturbance
- Smoother Ride
- Self Cleaning

Fitting Kit:
The fitting kit, included with the purchase of each pair of Clark Single Wheel Tracks includes:

- 24 Joining Links
- 12 long and 12 short
- 2 Track Tensioners

Clark Tracks offers a full line of plate options for various ground conditions as well as customized spike patterns.
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